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This e-book is straightforward and contains no hype. 
 

A reminder of lifestyle guidelines that leads to a simple, happy and healthy long life. 
	
	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 
 
 

Disclaimer: The material contained in this e-book is intended to provide educational 
information on the subject addressed. The statements herein have not been evaluated by the 
Food and Drug administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any 
disease. Any recommendations are not intended to replace the advice of your physician. 
Please note that it is important that you do not reduce, change, or discontinue any 
medication or treatment without consulting your physician first. The content of this e-book is 
based on actual cases of healthy aging and research known to the author unless otherwise 
noted. All hyperlinks are accurate as of October 2013. 
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About the Author 

 
Suzanne Chucrallah is a holistic healthcare practitioner, health and wellness consultant. 
She’s a Certified Nutrition Educator practices alternative medicine since 2008. She answers 
questions about diet, lifestyle and green living. Suzanne also provides support for a normal 
body physiology repair following a holistic approach. 
 
Suzanne is a certified Fitness Instructor. She worked at the Sequoia YMCA in Redwood City, 
CA teaching an evidence-based exercise program called "Enhance Fitness." She provided 
recommendations for physical activities in healthy aging to stay active, well and 
independent.  
 
Suzanne is also a member of the International Foundation for Nutrition and Health 
(www.ifnh.org) which has worked with healthcare professionals for over 140 years.  
 
Suzanne established the Noor De-Vie Meetup group providing monthly health talks.  
 
From 2009 to 2012 She has led the San Mateo, CA chapter of the Holistic Moms Network 
(http://www.holisticmoms.org/), a national non-profit organization that raises awareness of 
holistic health and green living.  
 
Suzanne is a certified Safe Strength Personal Trainer, and a Positive Discipline Parenting 
Coach.  
 
She is the author of ‘The 3 Unknown Secrets to Get Rid of Your Migraines Naturally, So They 
Don’t Return’ 

 
 

Suzanne’s Specialties  

http://www.unlockthemysteryofyourmigraines.com/specialties/
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Introduction 
	
Healthy aging is everyone's desire. Who wouldn't want to live a long healthy life (100+ 
years) without the use of a cane, hearing aids, or a titanium knee?  
 
I want to introduce you to a few people who have achieved that, and are still alive to tell the 
tale. It can happen to you too. It's simply a choice you can make. 
 
But modern life poses great challenges. We must deal with large amounts of stress and the 
ever-present resulting diseases: Heart problems, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, obesity, etc.  
 
Clients I meet every day want accurate answers to their challenging health questions. My 
guess is that you do too: 

 
 

! I want to take control of my health, but where do I start? 
 

! How do I distinguish health information I can trust from dangerous misinformation 
and public hype? 

 
! What are the best proven methods for protecting my family and myself from disease? 

 
!  Why does modern society appear to suffer more from life-threatening ailments than 

ever before?  
 

! I have tried countless diets but the results never seem to last. What am I doing 
wrong? Is it possible to live a happy healthy life without falling prey to fad diet trends? 

 
! Are there simple changes I can make to my lifestyle that will allow me to lead a longer 

and more fruitful life? 

 
! Why am I forced to deal with pain or illness that my doctor can’t seem to diagnose or 

treat? 

 
! I question whether I will ever feel healthy again. How can this be? What is wrong with 

me? What can I do?  
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Keep reading to get reliable answers. 
 
Healthy longevity used to be natural and common.  
But, this is no longer the case living in today modern world.  
We expect to feel and perform well. 
But, our body’s energy fails us.  
Why? 

We lost our homeostasis! 

Dr. William J. Yarwood (http://www.electriclife.net/) explains homeostasis very well: 

"In order to understand how we lost homeostasis (biological balance) you must understand 
your relationship with your environment. When our Creator designed our bodies he designed 
us to live in harmony with our environment. When we change our environment we are 
moving against the wisdom of our Creator. That will always result in degeneration. Imagine 
the Garden of Eden compared to today's environment, and you will get a quick idea of how 
far astray our civilization has wandered from its original design. The closer you move to that 
design, the healthier you become. The farther away you move from that design, the sicker 
you become. When you compare the foods, water, and air in the Garden of Eden to today's 
foods, water, and air, you will see a tremendous difference. That difference lies in the 
information. What you see as food, water and air, your body sees as information. When you 
put incorrect information in, your body becomes dysfunctional." 

 

First, let’s meet people who practice homeostasis, then learn a realistic genuine way to 
apply this essential harmony into today’s modern life achieving healthy longevity. 

	
	

Meet the Centenarians 
	
Let’s begin by meeting four centenarians featured in ‘Tahkik’ documentary, February 03, 
2013. These elders reside in a countryside of Lebanon, a healthy environment of pure air 
and majestic scenery.  
Meet the centenarians HERE. I have translated some of the key insights below: 
	
	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCZVsXmDOPU&list=PLMSS2_ugc21px_cT4tnB-Pj5qxLneWmCP
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Aziz Boulos, a 100 yr old lives in Remayle, a seaside 
Lebanese town, 37 kilometers away from the capitol, 
Beirut. He lives with his wife, a 98 yr old in a home 
situated among calm peaceful nature. Together they’ve 
raised 11 children. Neither one of them ever complains 
of a serious illness, and they’re both still self-reliant.  
 
Aziz spends most of his time in a field he owns. He 

discovered that whenever he feels blue or melancholy his only relief comes from 
being outdoors: “I’ve been working as a farmer for all of my life. I’m thankful; I’m in 
good health. I need no assistance and am still able to work in my field. My wellness 
comes from the land, and I’m grateful for my whole family and all the blessings I 
have.”  
	
	

Hassibah, 106 yr old, is a mother of 9 children (the eldest 
is 80 years old). She survived War World I and II, as well 
as the Lebanese Civil War (1975-1991). Her sole resort 
was and still is praying. 
Hassibah has an excellent memory and still remembers 
small events. When people ask her what she does for 
living, she answers: “The Divine Providence is with me.  
 

Furthermore, I have nine banks-her 9 children.”  
 
She avidly follows politics watching TV news. She says: “Life looks like a rose. The 
more you take care of it the longer it lives in the garden. I’ve never ignored my 
physical or spiritual health. I still pay a close attention to my diet following a good 
healthy eating plan, and I do the same thing to grow in faith. For breakfast I drink 
one cup of raw milk and have a banana. I eat a good lunch and enjoy myself with 
one shot of scotch whiskey (it strengthens the heart). For dinner I have a slice of 
toasted bread with labneh (strained yogurt).” 
 

 
She believes her life’s end is near, adding: “God grants us life as a gift, so why not 
benefit from every remaining moment to enjoy ourselves?”  
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Maymouneh, 123 yr old, lives in the northern border 
village of Akkar, surrounded by green pasture and 
magnificent mountains. Her neighborhood was first 
built hundreds of years ago out of black volcanic rock. 

The residents of Akkar city still adhere to the lifestyle of 
their ancestors: They use the river water to drink, wash and 
bathe. They raise cattle for food and hide. Travel is by 
donkey, horse or on feet.  

Maymouneh has spent her entire life breathing fresh air, drinking raw milk and eating 
fresh produce.  

 
She has 9 children. She lives now with her 81-year-old son. Maymouneh still enjoys 
good physical and mental health. She cooks for herself and needs no assistance, not 
even a cane.  
 
She’s a friendly person, and her sense of humor consistently delights her family 
members. She shared the following saying: “At this age, I still like my volunteer work 
which is preparing carcass for funeral. Now, I’m waiting for my destiny peacefully. I’m 
ready to leave this world.”  
	
	

From the same city Akkar let’s meet Eugenie the 110 yr 
old. Surprisingly, Eugine is familiar with modern 
technology. She spends her time on Skype talking with 
family members overseas. 

Eugenie stands out because she appreciates modern life 
saying: “I feel like someone was dead and came back to life 
again.”  
 

Eugenie suffered the death of three of her children but believed in God’s mercy Whom 
grant her 70 grandchildren. She’s in decent health always maintains a positive outlook.  
She lived in poverty most of her life that taught her a lesson: “Poverty teaches human 
to be creative and productive in order to survive. Life is good, but sour. It’s good for 
the one who knows how to live it.” 
	
Her sewing machine was and still is her best friend. Her other activities are gardening 
and cooking. She consumes food that comes only from her own fields. Eugine enjoys 
sunshine and fresh air to remain healthy on daily basis. She likes to play cards not 
only for fun but to boost her memory and cognitive.  
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The last centenarian I’d like to introduce is Lahood, my 
grandfather. He’s my first mentor. Lahood lived up to 104 yr 
old in a two-room country home surrounded by serene nature. 
A concrete floor was often covered with a bamboo rug in 
winter time. And, a stove burner in the middle of the living 
room as a heater. 

As long as it was daylight Lahood kept working in the field. I often 
heard him repeating: “The more you spend time in plain sun the 
more you achieve optimal health and longevity. Sun purifies and 
heals the body of all illness.”  
 

Spending his entire life outdoors was his main longevity secret. He used to look 
forward to it every day. He took his siesta under an olive tree placing his head in the 
shade but the rest of his body must be exposed to the sun. No wonder why he 
considered the sun his sole healthcare provider and medicine.  
 

I never saw him having a cold/flu. I remember him walking barefoot all year around. 
In the middle of winter, I would look at him absolutely astonished wondering why and 
how could he do this. Now, I know! 

 
Another interesting habit he has is to sit down on the ground but never on a chair or sofa.  
He lived in plain nature breathing fresh air far away from industrial areas and car 
exhaust gas.  
 
He ate food that comes only from his field. If sometimes grandmother needed to buy 
any commercial food he’d not touch it. Speaking of bread, it has to be a homemade 
and never bought ready: “Don’t you know that eating processed bread is like seeing 
with one eye, but making and eating the homemade one is like you’re seeing with 
both eyes?”.   
 
He was talking about unnatural ingredients in processed bread like, not to mention 
questionable sanitary conditions. Commercial bread contains preservatives for a long 
shelf life, and may contain ingredients such as GMOs, MSG, added sugar, artificial 
sweeteners, and other substances. 
 
The meat he consumed came only from lambs he raises. Dairy source was from his 
own cows. My grandmother used to prepare all dairy delicious products. Lucky were 
his cows eating only natural feed like figs, mulberry and acorn leaves, flaxseeds, 
barley and wheat bran. Chicken hens were free all over the place producing organic 
fresh eggs.  
 
He used to go to sleep before or at 9 pm to wake up at dawn full of energy and ready 
to hit a new day. His hobbies were hiking, birds hunting and playing cards.  
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Now, let’s take a look at centenarians elsewhere in the 
world like in Okinawa, Japan and on the island of Crete. 
 
‘Dateline’, an Australian current affairs program 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ya-zxSRuUqs) 
produced a documentary on Bama County in China, home 
to a number of people widely thought to be among the 
world’s oldest. 
 

 
Luo Meizhen the 126 yr of age is one of them. She was born in 1885, has lived with 
her husband and five children through many eras of hardship. They often had to 
survive with very little food of any kind. Her adopted grandson believes that her 
longevity may actually be compensation for such adversity. While Meizhen lost her 
memory long ago, her feisty spirit won’t quit. Speaking of her diet, local vegetables is 
the core of it. 

 
According to Min Ling, the government official charged of promoting Bama as a 
fountain of youth he says: “Bama is called the longevity village because we live deep 
in the mountain. Our living environment is filled with fresh air. One of our longevity 
secrets is that husband and wife have a sex life, but they sleep in separate rooms. Too 
much sex is not good for human’s life and longevity. One should have a discrete 
attitude towards it. This is not my own view, but it has been researched and confirmed 
by experts.”  Watch this 14-minute translated video here.  
 

 
So, does healthy living past 100 require giving up modern 

conveniences and luxuries? 
Of course not! 

Keep reading to find out more! 
	
	

The Main Question 
What are the secrets of centenarians? 

 
Their secrets are not actually all mysterious.  
They just preserve their homeostasis.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ya-zxSRuUqs)
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While it has been shown that genes play a role in healthy aging, we also know that no 
centenarians were obese or regular smokers.  
Let’s point to several other factors they all have in common: 

 
! Live in a peaceful rural area in a healthy climate breathing fresh pure air and surrounded 

by scenic views 

! Live off green, fertile farmland and cultivate their own crops  

! Consume fresh, seasonal, organic, natural and raw produce 

! Have a direct contact with the earth and touch dirt constantly. We call this 
grounding/earthing  

! Maintain an active social life  

! Uphold a positive and attitude  

! Have a strong faith 

3-Cs Facts Formula 
 

1. Connect with the Earth- Gardening or grounding helps you to stay in contact with 

the earth and helps you to become a calm yet energetic person. 

2. Carry on a Social Presence- By staying active physically, mentally and socially it’ll 

help you to remain well, functional and productive and independent. As we age, we 
enjoy engaging with family and friends to share our hard-earned wisdom. 

3. Combine Traditional and Modern Lifestyle Techniques: It’s quite challenging to 

maintain optimal health living a fast-paced, high-tech modern life. But you can make 
this choice with simple changes to your LED (lifestyle, environment and diet). 

 
Now, let’s look at possible changes you can make to achieving homeostasis that leads to a 
healthy longevity: 
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17 Guidelines to Longevity  
(In order of importance) 

 
1. Get outdoors. Modern life compels you to work and live much of your time indoors. But 
you are designed to grow and thrive healthy living outdoors staying in contact with the 
earth and getting sun exposure breathing fresh air.  

- Do some outdoor activity every day. If you are physically unable to go outside, make sure 
to bring some nature indoors. See more details here. 
 
- If your home has a carpeted or hardwood floor and you wear mostly rubber shoes, that 
means you’re isolated from the ground. A direct contact with the ground provides your body 
with earth energy to remain healthy and active. You can practice earthing and grounding 
outdoors, or you can do it from your comfort zone, indoors. Learn about how to apply easily 
these techniques here.  
 
- Getting sun exposure is essential for getting vitamin D, that may boost your overall health 
and strengthen your bones. According to Elie Stephan MD, in Tahkik’ documentary, sun 
exposure allows the brain to secrete a significant hormone (similar to serotonin) that 
provides emotional balance and a feeling of calmness and relaxation. The sun is surely given 
to us for a reason. Learn more here.  

2. Practice holistic health and green living. Unfortunately, as responsible citizens we’re 
left to educate and protect ourselves from the world’s greatest health threats: chemically 
contaminated food, water, soil and air. According to HolisticMoms.org, “holistic living is the 
art of living in balance with ourselves and our environment.” Holistic health and green living 
are about taking responsibility for our choices and actions understanding the connections 
between them and the consequences for all living things on the planet. A good example is 
how the food we eat and the products we buy can affect us, our health and the environment 
we live in.  

-  Learn more about this topic here. 

3. Stay hydrated. Water is a key natural element often missing from our bodies. It 
prevents and helps to cure painful degenerative diseases.  

Fereydoon Batmanghelidj, M.D. said is his book ‘Your Body’s Many Cries for Water’: “You’re 
not sick; you’re thirsty. Don’t treat thirst with medication”. Find out more about how water 
is nature's elixir to optimal health here.  

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2009/10/20/The-10-Best-PollutionBusting-Houseplants.aspx
http://www.earthing.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCZVsXmDOPU&list=PLMSS2_ugc21px_cT4tnB-Pj5qxLneWmCP
http://www.sixwise.com/Newsletters/2009/October/21/What-Essential-Vitamin-Can-Lower-Risk-of-Dying.htm?source=nl
http://www.holisticmoms.org/holistic-living/
http://www.watercure.com/about_dr_b.html
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The rule of thumb for how much water your body needs daily is this: Drink half your body 
weight in ounces. For example, if you weigh 140 pounds your body needs 70 ounces of 
water every day.  

- How can you ensure that your drinking water is safe? Discover what to do here. 

4. Exercise. Working out can strengthen your muscles and joints, increase bone density 
and maintain the right level of oxygen in the body to remain healthy. Exercising 3 
times/week is ideal for a typical healthy person. Make sure you follow your own range of 
motion doing it at your own pace. Then, slowly increase weight density. Exercise is 
necessary not only for your physical health, but also for a healthy emotional and mental 
state.  
 
- Learn more about how ‘Exercise is One of the Best Ways to Slow Aging’ here: 

5. Challenge your brain. Activities that stimulate your mind can help you maintain sharp 
memory and decrease cognitive decline. Examples include repeating quotes, verses or 
proverbs, playing cards and doing crossword puzzles.  
 
- Here’s an example of one research-based brain exercise website that can improve your 
brain performance. 

6. Go back to the basic eating. Since old ages humans know that eating natural, whole, 
real, organic, dense, raw food can protect body’s health. Challenge yourself to get at least 
half of your diet from natural raw foods. Foods have not been cooked or heated in any way.   

 
7. Monitor the quality and quantity of the food you eat: 
 
The closer you can adhere to this checklist the better: 
 
! Low carbohydrates (simple) 

! Less red meat (grass-fed) 

! More poultry (free-range and/or organic) 

! More fish (wild-caught) 

! More vegetables than fruits (organic or home-grown) 

! Herbs and spices (Wild or organic 

! Beans once or twice a week  

http://www.promolife.com/learning-center/water-quality/
https://fitness.mercola.com/sites/fitness/archive/2012/11/30/exercise-anti-aging-impacts.aspx?e_cid=20121130_DNL_art_2
http://www.lumosity.com/landing_pages/349?gclid=CLrwrbu587cCFWlp7AodX0kAlg
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! Nuts and seeds daily (raw, unsalted or lightly roasted) 

 
According to ‘Tahkik’ documentary the top foods for healthy aging are: 
 
• Prune (if dried, make sure it has no preservatives) 

• Guava  

• Pomegranate juice (without sugar) 

• Chard 

• Beets (raw) 

• Cabbage 

• Cinnamon 

• Raw honey (if you’re not diabetic). Make sure it’s organic, raw, unprocessed and 
unheated. 

• A small amount of red wine  

8. Consume fermented food daily. Healthy eating includes fermented or cultured foods. 
Eighty percent or more of our immune system is located in the gut and microbial partners 
are integral to success. Natasha Campbell-McBride, MD says in her book ‘Gut and 
Psychology Syndrome’: “It all begins in the gut.” 

Cultured or fermented foods appears in almost all traditional diets and for a good reason. 
The culturing process produces microbes that help balance your intestinal flora. And that 
boosts your overall immunity. In fact, your gut is actually your ‘second brain’ produces more 
of the mood-enhancing neurotransmitter serotonin than your brain does. 

- Learn more about other fermented healing benefits here.  
 

9. Stop eating industrialized foods. Packaged, processed, fast and frozen foods don’t 
occur in nature. They’re industrialized foods; have little or no nutritional benefits and can 
cause poor health and wellness degradation. These foods contain chemicals, foreign 
substances, preservatives, artificial ingredients, and the list goes on. If you don’t have 
access to organic produce, eat fresh, local and seasonal conventional foods. Your best 
choice might be to buy foods in bulk and get into the habit of cooking from scratch (or, if 
possible hire a chef).  

 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2012/12/15/caroline-barringer-interview.aspx
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- More details are in this article ‘10 Things the Food Industry Doesn't Want You to Know’.  
 

10. Be aware of GMO food. According to Wikipedia, a Genetically Modified Food (GMO) is 
an “organism whose genetic material has been altered using genetic engineering 
techniques.” These organisms can include bacteria and yeast, insects, plants, fish and even 
mammals. Scientists can now cross species barriers mixing things such as Arctic fish genes 
with tomatoes and strawberries. Corn or rice can now blend with human genes. 

According to the Institute for Responsible Technology, consuming GMO foods presents 
several health risks. In 2009, the American Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM) 
stated that "Several animal studies indicate serious health risks associated with genetically 
modified (GM) food, including infertility, immune problems, accelerated aging, faulty insulin 
regulation, and changes in major organs and the gastrointestinal system.”  
 
The AAEM has advised doctors to steer their patients away from GM foods. The Food & Drug 
Administration has also repeatedly warned that GM foods can create unpredictable, hard-to-
detect side effects, including allergies, toxins, new diseases and nutritional problems. Find 
out more here.  
 
- Discover more here: http://www.responsibletechnology.org/gmo-education.  
- To learn what foods contain GMOs go to: http://www.nongmoshoppingguide.com/  

 
11. Be aware of MSG substances. MSG stands for Monosodium Glutamate, a substance 
that food manufacturers use to enhance flavors. But, according to Dr. Russell Blaylock, a 
neurosurgeon, in his book ‘Excito-toxins: The Taste that Kills’, and a toxicologist Dr. George 
Schwartz’s book ‘In Bad Taste: The MSG Symptom Complex’, MSG is toxic.  
 
- Check commonly reported symptoms of MSG toxicity here. 

- Be informed of MSG’s hidden names here. 
  
12. Enhance your diet with whole food supplements. Most of today’s food is rubbed of 
healthy essential nutrients. This is because the soil where our food grows is depleted of 
minerals. So, we end up eating empty food. In this case, we’re not getting all of the 
nutrients our body needs daily from eating this food for a proper functioning so we feel our 
best and well. Complementing your diet by taking whole food concentrate, but not 
synthetic or isolated dietary supplements actually can help you achieve wellness and 
optimal health.  
Do you know that all vitamins and dietary supplements are not created equal? 
Have you taken the time to read the label? 

https://health.usnews.com/health-news/articles/2012/03/30/things-the-food-industry-doesnt-want-you-to-know
http://responsibletechnology.org/
http://www.msgmyth.com/msg_symptoms.html
http://www.msgmyth.com/hidden_names_for_msg.html
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-  Learn about real vitamins vs. artificial, synthetic and isolated ones, ‘The Shocking 
Truth’ 

 
13. Stop using plastic. If you use plastic containers, bags, bottles, in cooking and liquid 
food storage, you’re taking health risks. Many petroleum-based chemicals are part of the 
plastic manufacturing process. They can leach hormone-disrupting chemicals into your foods 
and beverages. Additionally, the likelihood of leaching increases when plastic touches oily 
fatty foods, when it’s heated like in microwave, or when use old or scratched containers. 

- Discover more on the health risks, side effects, tips for safer food use and what plastic 
codes mean here.  

 

14. Detoxify. You’re exposed to external toxins 24/7 (pollutants, pesticides, chemicals, 
etc.), and your body produces toxic waste byproducts as a result of normal metabolic 
function. Detoxing once or twice a year releasing all remnants that need to pass away is 
highly recommended by natural medicine practitioners (all agree on the detox concept). 
Removing toxins from your body helps to stay well by maintaining a healthy weight, energy 
and vitality. Just as you feel the need to take a shower every day or so to feel clean and 
fresh, so your internal systems need be cleansed too.  

- To learn more about how to detox click here.  

 
15. Reduce and eliminate stress factors. Stress is a harmful agent for the human body. 
It affects the nervous system and organs. It can cause heart palpitations, body aches, 
weakness, insomnia, anxiety and the list goes on.  
 

Did you know that loneliness and stress can also reduce your life span?  
 
Elie Stephan M.D, a family medicine and gerontology specialist quoted in the ‘Tahkik’ 
documentary: “Old age is a stage where a person feels loss and fear. The feeling of loss 
starts with the reduction of physical ability and the decrease of social or business activities: 
It begins from the loss of a job, income, a friend or a loved one. A feeling of fear can also 
get initiated of becoming a burden onto others due to illness thus, loneliness or emptiness 
starts to set in. All of this sometimes leads to an emotional crisis, depression, mental health 
decline or an early death. Elderly wants to make sure they’re not left behind, ignored or 
alone. They always look for their identity. This identity can come from a family member, or 
can be found in a pet or even a piece of furniture.”  
 

https://www.iatp.org/blog/2008/09/new-and-improved-consumer-guides-now-available
http://www.unlockthemysteryofyourmigraines.com/purify-and-cleanse/
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It’s scientifically proven that people who love themselves have a sense of humor. They’re 
friendly, embrace loved ones and socialize to stay healthier living longer. These people 
laugh and deal with life issues easily but not strenuously. They don’t let depression and 
anxiety win, especially concerning the topic of death. They love to live life to its fullest. 
 

“Laugh when you can, apologize when you should, and let go of what you can't change” - 
Anonymous 

 
Do you know there are two types of stress: Controllable and Uncontrollable? 

Learn how to address both here. 
 
16. Get proper sleep. Researchers know that sleep enhances memory and boosts your 
ability to handle challenging tasks and face difficulties. Have you ever noticed your thinking 
clarity the day after having a good night’s sleep? And, a midday nap often dramatically 
restores brainpower (even among adults)? 

 
- Check out this article ‘Want a Good Night's Sleep Then Never, Do These Things before 
Bed’.  

 

- Kulreet Chaudhary, M.D. explains why you need a good night’s sleep and when: “Timing 
your sleep is like timing an investment in the stock market – it doesn’t matter how much 
you invest, it matters when you invest”. Read more from Dr. Chaudhary about the best  

time to go to sleep and why here.   

 
17. Listen to your body. And finally, do not underestimate or discount any of your 
body’s symptoms. They’re your body’s language telling you that something is going wrong. 
If a health symptom continues to be ignored, it may get worsen and possibly transformed 
into a chronic illness along irreversible body system or organ damage.  

 
- Read the story of a client who kept ignoring her body’s symptoms and ended up the 

emergency room here. 

	
Above list may seem a bit overwhelming at first. But, apply them gradually and slowly will 
make a difference over time in your life and health ☺.  
 
How to do it?  
 
Dr. Guttas has the answer: 
 

http://www.unlockthemysteryofyourmigraines.com/blog/blog/you-1-enemy/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2010/10/02/secrets-to-a-good-night-sleep.aspx
http://www.doctoroz.com/blog/kulreet-chaudhary-md/sleep-and-longevity
http://www.unlockthemysteryofyourmigraines.com/address-correct-health-symptom-causes/
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“Let us move on the specific factor relating to lifestyle and behavior habits, which facilitate 
graceful aging. Remember, first there is the word, which expands to a thought that is 
followed by a deed, which leads to a habit. A habit repeated becomes a lifestyle. To break a 
harmful habit, the same process applies. The first step is the thought that change is needed. 
You may falter at times; however, remain dedicated to the idea and motivated to the action 
(i.e. cease smoking, reduce calories). Prevention of disease is the key to the preservation of 
your health! Following these guidelines, you may increase your life span up to ten years.”- 
Dr. Charles Guttas 1958 
 
Where to start? 
 
‘Start Fresh’, my TV program will help you through. Click here. 
 

	
A Physician’s Personal Message about Aging Gracefully 

(a permitted article from Dr. Guttas) 
	

 
Aging is an Attitude that Can Change (2001) 

 
Charles Guttas, MD, a Mills-Peninsula cardiologist, at age 85 is a prime example 
of aging gracefully. Caring for people for 60 years, he’s still going strong. 
“Aging is an option, a state of mind, an attitude that often needs to be change, 
he says: “Age ain’t nothing but a number as the song goes.” 
 
Dr. Guttas is a firm believer in accepting aging as a natural process, and doing so 
with a zeal for life, a sense of humor and an ability to cope with loss. These three 
qualities are what he says have kept centenarians. There are 68,000 today 
versus 3,000 in the 1950s, according to the US census. Thriving and alive, “You 
don’t grow old. It’s when you cease growing that you become old”, Dr. Guttas 
says. 
 
While Dr. Guttas admits that there is no magic sugar pill or fountain of youth, 
he’s optimistic that if you’re motivated and know how to apply knowledge, you’re 
working to ensure a long and productive life. The key is to sift through available 
information about good health and decide what is based on evidence. 
“Be sure that information has stood the test of time and has been corroborated 
by reputable studies”, he says. He cautions against anti-aging concepts with 
unproven benefits, such as certain steroids, nutraceuticals, hormones and herbs, 
which he says may be harmful and even, result in death. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixLfmXrRAlk&index=2&list=PLMSS2_ugc21oBapoQCgzm7Ej36fuP5aPe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixLfmXrRAlk&index=2&list=PLMSS2_ugc21oBapoQCgzm7Ej36fuP5aPe
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Dr. Guttas emphasizes that it’s wise to take control, be proactive and adopt a 
holistic approach to life, which balance body, mind and spirit. Mentoring and 
parenting are two ways to reach out, he says, suggesting, “We are best served 
when we serve others.” 
 
Basic tips from Dr. Guttas for a long healthy life: 
 

! Don’t smoke. 
 

! Apply knowledge to your day activities-you’re your own best caregiver. 
 

! Control your weight by eating rainbow (colored) foods, not white foods 
such as rice, bread, and potatoes. Try to eat regular meals instead of 
snacking. “Don’t eat what you like; like what you eat because it’s healthy”. 
 

! Drink six to eight glasses of water daily. Dehydration is a high-risk problem 
for older adults. 
 

! Exercise body and mind regularly. “Use it or lose it”. 
 

! Develop a support system of friends, family and even pets. Remember to 
always express love. 
 

! Know yourself and understand how to reduce health risk. Become familiar 
with your family history and partner with a physician. 
 

! Make family the wellspring of joy. 
 

! Laugher is the best medicine. 
 

! Hope for a bit of good luck. Remember that fortune follows the prepare 
mind. 
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Your Healthy Longevity Summary 
 
In the twenty-first century it is possible to combine traditional techniques with the most 
modern life strategies to maintain homeostasis, live a long happy life of more than 100 or 
even 125 years.  It’s simply your choice. 
 
First, living in partnership with nature keeps you not only in good health physically and 
mentally, but helps you to maintain a positive attitude and high spirit to deal well with daily 
stress.  
 
Second, staying alert to educate and protect yourself and your family about today’s greatest 
health threats is critical.  
 
And finally, taking responsibility for making informed health-related decisions can make a 
positive change in your life. 
 
Remember, healthy aging is: 
 
! A choice you make 
! A lifestyle you select 
! An attitude you follow 
! A diet you consume 
! A contact with nature 

	
 

Stay Informed  
 

I recommend these resources to keep yourself up-to-date on many of the topics I touched 
on. 
 
Websites 
 

No Farms No Food 
     http://www.farmland.org/ 
 

 What’s Really Going On 
     http://www.foodkills.org/goingon.html 
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 If You Vaccinate Ask 8 Questions 
      http://www.nvic.org/ 
 

The World's #1 Natural Health Website 
     http://www.mercola.com/ 

Because the Earth Needs a Good Lawyer 
     http://earthjustice.org/ 

Protect Human Health and the Environment 
     http://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/about-us 

The Slow Poisoning of You and Your Children 
http://foodkills.org/ 

Wireless Technologies and their Impact on Health  
       http://electromagnetichealth.org/quotes-from-experts/ 

The Welfare of Human Beings is Deeply Linked to Nature 
       http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/about/index.html 

Make Healthier Choices and Enjoy a Cleaner Environment 
       http://www.ewg.org/about-us 

 Seed of Deception, Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) 
      http://www.responsibletechnology.org/gmo-education 

Campaigning for Health, Sustainability, Peace, Justice, and Democracy 
      http://www.organicconsumers.org/ 

Your Chance to Live a Glorious, Disease-Free Life Was Stolen Before You Were Even Born 
     http://theperfectcrime.com/ 
  
 
Short YouTube Videos 
 

The Story of Cosmetics  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfq000AF1i8&feature=youtu.be 

A Wake-Up Story 
    Healthy Child, Healthy World 
    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zhiAErgAZ4 
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Is Junk Food What We Really Crave 
     Food Mythbusters the Real Story about What We Eat 
     http://foodmyths.org/ 

Fight Cruelty in the Raising and Handling of Farm Animals 
       http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAN0IJpjcr4 

Label GMO Foods. The Video Monsanto Doesn’t Want You to See 

http://civic.moveon.org/whyi522vid/share.html?id=75525-23940007-Fu_d_6x&t=2 

Label GMO Disco-Frog Genes in your Fruit, Flounder in Your Tomato, Don’t Worry. What 
Could Possibly Go Wrong? 

       http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho2H7b1tUgQ 

 

‘Start Fresh’, my TV Program, 12 Episodes 
Click here. 
 
He’s Cancer Free 
 
WE have done it: 
 
! Without chemotherapy 
! Without taking any medications 
! But, with HIS willingness to work with me to do it all naturally! 
 
In these four parts YouTube videos I reveal a client’s medical case, record and more 
importantly the proof of becoming cancer free. He wanted to share his story with you so you 
may benefit you too from this successful experience keeping cancer out of your door step.  
 
YouTube Video, Part 1 
Duration: 16:22  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kAoRZCNiD8&feature=youtu.be 
 
YouTube Video, Part 2 
Duration: 16:11 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83Iei3XSG4w&feature=youtu.be 
 
YouTube Video, Part 3 
Duration: 16:12 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QlSC86IjN8&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfxrNZFFSHU&index=1&list=PLMSS2_ugc21oBapoQCgzm7Ej36fuP5aPe
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You Tube Video, Part 4 
Duration: 8:30 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKP2ghnur-4&feature=youtu.be 
 

 
How to Reach Suzanne 

 
Have a question or concern?  
I’m here to assist you. 
 
Choose any of the following ways to reach me:  
 
Phone 
USA: 650/465.2778  
Lebanon: 71/469.126 
 
Email 
suzanne3366@gmail.com 
 
Skype 
suzannechucrallah 
 
Website 
http://www.suzannehelp.com  
 
Blog 
YouTube 
Facebook 
Linkedin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.unlockthemysteryofyourmigraines.com/blog/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfxrNZFFSHU&list=PLMSS2_ugc21oBapoQCgzm7Ej36fuP5aPe
https://www.facebook.com/suzanneChucrallah
https://www.linkedin.com/in/suzanne-chucrallah-03911020/
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